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Date of next meeting 
 
Friday 9

th
   September, 8.00 pm at Baskerville. 

 
 

*    *    * 
Minutes of the AGM held at Baskerville on 

Friday June 10
th

  2016 at 8.00 pm. 

 
1. Apologies received from  Eurwyn. 

2. Present: Martin, Ian, Philip, Heidi, Colin, Dennis, Joan 

and Roy. 

3. Date of next meeting to be Friday 9
th

 September, at 8.00 

pm. 

4. Officers to remain the same. 

5. Treasurer’s report was handed out to all members present, 

and a copy 

6. Librarian’s verbal report – very little activity. 

7. Chairman’s verbal report – another successful year, 

although membership was down. 

8. The Sherlock Holmes Quiz Book by Ian Corke was 

launched this very morning, at Hardy’s (Martin) 

Bookstore in The Market Village, Town Hall, Welshpool. 

9. Roy expressed a wish that the Anniversary Book should 

now be printed as soon as possible. 
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10. Phil suggested that The Great Hiatus should be a visit to 

Powys Castle to see an open-air performance of the 

Hound  of the Baskervilles 

 

*    *    * 

THE DEERSTALKERS OF WELSHPOOL 
A  REPORT ON THE DINNER TO CELEBRATE 

THE SOCIETY'S 15TH BIRTHDAY 
SATURDAY JUNE 25TH 2016 

THE TALBOT, BERRIEW 
Dennis J Duggan (BR, Hons) 

  
In past years the Deerstalkers used The Oak, Guilsfield, for special 

occasions - specifically Mrs Hudson's dinner parties.   
  
When that establishment fell out of favour, we transferred our allegiance to 

The Royal Oak Hotel, Welshpool. 
  
But a recent change of ownership, along with  reorganised dining facilities, 

meant we needed to find other accomodation for this special dinner.  After 

some investigation Roy came up with The Talbot, in the nearby village of 

Berriew. 
  
The following Deerstalkers and guests attended:  Martin and Caryn; Dennis 

and Stephanie, Phil and Heidi; Peter and Joan Stopp; Roy and Joan; Ian and 

Annie; Emily Davies 
  
Stephanie and I arrived by taxi, and given the lack of parking facilites that 

proved a sound decision!  Most of us arrived to find a hen party in 

progress, but fortunately the participants soon departed to continue their 

festivities elsewhere. 
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We were seated in a room by ourselves, and as we had pre-ordered our 

meals service was prompt.  The staff were friendly and efficient, and the 

one error with the food was traced back to me!  Whilst we were waiting for 

the meals to arrive, Martin circulated a fun Sherlock Holmes quiz.  There 

was an easy version for non-Deerstalkers, and a more difficult one for the 

(so-called!) experts. 

 

 
Joan Stopp had made a lovely cake, and this had been decorated by Beryl 

Jacques.  Some Deerstalkers might recall that several years ago Beryl gave 

a demonstration of Victorian cookery at one of our The Game's Afoot 

evenings, in the Methodist Hall, Welshpool. 
  
Emily Davies, National Youth Orchestra of Wales, gave a delightful violin 

recital which was enjoyed by everyone. 
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Joan Stopp cuttying the cake. 
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Emily Davies playing violin solos à la Holmes. 

 

Roy and Dennis were joint winners of the quiz, but as it was just for fun no 

prizes were on offer. 
  
By this time it was almost ten o'clock, and time for the traditional music 

hall sing-a-long.  But our taxi was due at 10pm (we had guessed what time 

to order it) and in any case it soon became obvious there was nowhere to 

put the keyboard!  In fact we took our leave while the debate was going on, 

so we did not know if the sing-a-long happened or not. 
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In the end it was decided to abandon the singing, and everyone dispersed 

for home. 
  

 
 
It had been a lovely evening, which was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.  

There was certainly a good buzz of conversation and laughter throughout.  I 

felt that apart from the parking problem The Talbot had done us proud.  

Good food, good service and reasonable prices. 
*    *     *    *     * 

The Great Hiatus 7.00 pm July 22
nd

  2016 

Hound of the Baskervilles in Powis Castle   gardens. 

 
On Friday Aug. 22

nd
. my husband and I went to see an outdoor 

performance of The Hound of the Baskervilles at Powis Castle gardens.  
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The stage (in the distance!). 

 

Knowing the British weather we went armed with jackets, umbrellas, seats, 

sandwiches and a bottle of something to drink !We were met in the car park 

by a group of teenagers – and were most surprised when they not only 

offered to help but carried all our belongings to the waiting bus, which 

saved us a long walk to where the performance was to take place. 

Everything started off well. 

The performance itself did not. Was I the only person to be disappointed?  

I did not like the adaptation – it bore little or no resemblance to the original 

Conan Doyle story, and for what reason did the scriptwriters need to 

change Henry Baskerville into Henrietta ? I could see no sense in that- it 

seemed like change for changes sake. Maybe they were trying to appeal to 

the younger generation but I could not agree. 

Overall the time spent watching this rather poor performance was time 

wasted – I would rather have spent it doing the crossword ! 

                                Joan Upton - Holder (Mrs. Hudson )                       
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Deerstalkers see Hound in Powis Castle 

gardens – read all about it!   

The Great Hiatus of 2016 
 

   At our last meeting Phil suggested that a visit to see an open-air 

performance of the Hound should be our Great Hiatus – everyone agreed. 

 

  Some of us remembered the soaking we got at the previous open-air 

performance of the Hound at Erddig 

 

    However, as it got nearer to the day, July 22
nd

 to be precise, it seemed (at 

£14 a ticket) to be rather daunting, and, consequently, several members 

decided to ‘give it a miss’. 

 

   I must admit that I also had misgivings about the venture – and not just 

the weather but also the logistics of getting all the required equipment, 

including folding chairs, from the parking place in the castle grounds, to 

the gardens which were several hundred yards away. 

 

    At 6.45 pm Joan and I arrived at the parking place and were assisted  

in the task by Deerstalker Colin in his official capacity as Volunteer Helper 

at Castle events.  

 

As soon  as we got  out of our car a group of young people, complete 

strangers, offered (and did) take our belongings to a courtesy car which 

took us straight to the gardens which were  quite some distance away. On 

the way, the car stopped to pick up a couple who were obviously finding it 

a bit of a struggle……and it turned out to be Deerstalker Eurwyn and his 

wife Lyn.   What a surprise…………and still no sign of rain! 

 

When we arrived at the garden Deerstalkers Phil and Heidi were already 

there, and we no sooner sat down when Deerstalker Martin, with friend 

Caryn, appeared.   So there was quite a Holmesian gathering after all. 
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Deerstalker Colin - in his official capacity. 
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The Deerstalkers -  Heidi gone for hot coffee.    Picture taken by Martin 

 

The play was about to start…………..and still no rain!!!!!! 

As a matter of fact there was NO rain all evening. 

 

The cast did not use microphones or any form of amplification but they 

spoke with some force and their diction was good and I heard every word 

they said. 

 

The play was adapted, very loosely, by Laura Turner, and bore very little 

relationship to the real story – apart from the fact that S Stapleton was still 

the villain. The HOUND was conspicuous by its absence! 

 

The play was not a bit like the case of The Hound of the Baskervilles but is 

was fairly entertaining – Holmes was even doing a little bit of sword 

fencing on stage.   
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I think the story was played for laughs, though it didn’t make me laugh – 

especially the price of the programme which was £3 

 

 

The Chapterhouse Theatre Company produced the play. 

 

Anyway, it was a very enjoyable evening and I enjoyed the company, if not   

so much the Company! 

 

*    *    *    *    *    * 

The Sherlock Holmes Quiz Book 

Questions on every one of Holmes cases 
and 

Nemesis – anew board game  

which can also be played on-line.  
 

On Friday morning, 9
th

 June, in Hardy’s Bookshop at The Market Place in 

Welshpool two new Holmesian items were launched by the Deerstalkers. 

 

The first was a Sherlock Holmes Quiz Book, 136 pages and priced at £5, 

with the questions devised by Ian Corke. 

 

The second was a new board game, Nemesis, priced around £10, devised 

by Ian  in a joint venture with Gamesmaster Martin Riffel.  You cam play 

an on-live  version of this game on our website 

www.sherlockholmeswelshpool.com  and read is greater detail about the 

rules of the game.  

 

The Deerstalkers who attended the launch were Colin, Dennis, Ian, Joan, 

Martin and Roy. 

 

http://www.sherlockholmeswelshpool.com/
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Phil Blagg, from The County Times, was also present, and wrote a good 

article about the event.  

 
Ian and Roy 

This photo appears by kind permission of Phil Blagg 
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Left to right - Dennis, Joan, Ian, Roy and Martin. 

This photo appears by kind permission of Phil Blagg of The County Times 
 

*    *    *    * 

E-mail received from our President 
 

Dear Roy , 

How very thoughtful of you to remember me with a copy of the Quiz Book 

( way above my pay grade, I fear ...but very  interesting nonetheless.) 

Thank you. 

 

I am so pleased that The Deerstalkers continue to thrive, and grow, and I 

send you my very best wishes. 

ALL BEST ! 

Roger Llewellyn 
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The Game’s afoot! – at Madame Tussauds 

Theatre in London up to September 30
th

. 

 
The Olivier nominated creators of Alice's Adventures Underground, 
Les Enfant Terribles theatre company and ebp in association with 
Madame Tussauds present THE GAME'S AFOOT. 

Become Baker Street’s finest detective. Travel back to Victorian 
London and delve into the world of Sherlock Holmes, using your 
powers of deduction to solve the case before time runs out. 

As the newest recruits of Scotland Yard, follow in the footsteps of 
the great detective himself, interview suspects, read reports and 
search for hidden clues in this free roaming, multi-sensory and 
intricate world. Which case will you want to crack:  The Case of the 
Poisonous Poet or The Case of the Bloodthirsty Beast? 

Your sleuthing skills will be rewarded with a trip to our bar to 
celebrate with your fellow Scotland Yard officers. 

Sherlock is waiting. THE GAME’S AFOOT… 

Tickets from    £26 

 

Phone 0844 871 2118 
or visit 

telegraph.co.uk/go/games-afoot   

 

*    *    *    *    * 

Anniversary Book  
Will be out over the next month - sorry for the delay. 

Progress will be noted on our website under Latest News. 


